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1. Introduction. Let A he a commutative Banach algebra with unit. Let

A be its space of complex valued homomorphisms. A function / defined on A

will be called locally-A if for each point xG^4 there is an element ax of A

such that/= as in a neighborhood of x. The conjecture is that this implies

that there is an element a in A such that /= â. No counter-example of this

conjecture is known. On the other hand, there are concrete Banach algebras

for which it is not known to hold. For regular Banach algebras, it does of

course hold. We give here a sufficient condition, which is satisfied not only

by regular algebras, but also by some algebras of analytic functions. We call

this condition combinatorial semiregularity. It asks that whenever / is

locally-^4, and the interiors of the set {f=âx}, • • ■ , {/=â„} cover A, then

there exist regularly closed sets P,-, and regularly open sets Wi, such that the

P¿ cover A and

FiCWiCti^âi}.

("Regularly" refers to the Stone topology for A.)

Now some algebras are not combinatorially semiregular, and we give an

example. Further investigation of this example shows that nevertheless it

contains all its locally-^4 functions.

Beyond locally-¿4 functions, one may inquire about functions / given

locally by absolutely convergent power series elements (Shilov has considered

these). It is shown, on the basis of Cartan's Theorem B, that the problem as

to whether every such / is an â is equivalent to the vanishing of a certain

cohomology group of A.

The statement of this theorem requires defining a sheaf Hoi of holo-

morphic functions in the dual A'. We then proceed to prove that H"(A, Hoi)

= 0 for gèl. The case g= 1 gives the result mentioned above, which involves

a quotient sheaf of Hoi.

2. Semiregularity. Let A be a commutative Banach algebra with unit 1.

Let A(A) = Hom(A, C), that is, the nonzero algebra-homomorphisms of A

into the complex numbers C. For aG^4, £GA(.¡4), we define a¿(£) by £(a)

(when no ambiguity is possible, we may use "â" for "ox"). We let 5(a) be

the support of tu, i.e., the closure of {a^^O}. For a set E(Z&(A) we call the

closure of E in the kernel-hull topology [L, p. 60], the regular closure. If E
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equals its regular closure, we naturally call it regularly closed. Thus A is

regular [L, p. 83] precisely when each closed set in A(A) is regularly closed.

We now turn to a concept which we will call regularity. A Banach algebra

A shall be called almost regular if it is commutative, has a unit, and if for

each aÇzzA, the closed set S(a) is regularly closed. (This is the same as saying

that the interior of {a¿ = 0} is regularly open, in an obvious sense.) Regular-

ity obviously implies almost-regularity. The converse is not true. In fact

"analytic" algebras have been defined precisely as such for which S(a) = A(A),

for at^O. (This concept might have been better called "quasi-analyticity.")

There are algebras analogous to the algebra of functions continuous on the

unit disc, and holomorphic inside, which are not almost regular. We will give

examples in §3.

We will call a complex-valued function / on A(;l) a locally-A function if

for each point f £A(^4) there is an aÇzA such that a a =/in some neighborhood

of f. The unsolved problem motivating these investigations is to determine

whether there exist any locally-^4 functions not globally of the form a a- If

every locally-;! function is globally-;! (i.e., of the form a a) we call A a

sectionally-complete algebra. To repeat, we know no sectionally incomplete

algebra.

It is easy to see that regularity (with its partitions of unity) implies sec-

tional completeness. We want to present another weakened form of regularity

which demonstrably implies sectional completeness, since our technique does

not enable us to show that almost-regularity will suffice.

A locally-;! function is surely continuous. Moreover, the maximum-

modulus principle of Rossi [R] shows that it necessarily attains its maximum

modulus on the Shilov boundary. If/ is locally-;!, and aCA, then/— a¿ is

also a locally-;! function. It will, I hope, cause no confusion if we denote it

by/—a. {/=ö} is the set where f=aA.

2.1. Definition. We will call A combinatorially semiregular if it is a

commutative Banach algebra with unit such that whenever Oi, • • • , anÇz\A

and/, a locally-;! function, are given for which the interiors of {f=ai\ cover

A(;l), then there exist regularly closed sets Fx, • • • , Fn which cover A (A),

and regularly open sets W\, • • • , W„ such that PiCIF<C{/=öt}.

Obviously, regular algebras have this property. On the other hand, so do

the quasi-analytic ones. For if A is quasi-analytic and \f=ay), {f=ai} have

an open non void subset in common, then ay = a2. Hence the collection

ay, 02, • ■ • , a„ can be reduced to one in which the interiors F, of the {/=o¿}

are disjoint and cover the space A(;l). Thus the P< are open and closed. Thus

they are both regularly open and regularly closed [Sh, '53, A & C].

It is now easy to prove the following.

2.2. Theorem. Let A be combinatorially semiregular. Then A is sectionally

complete.
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Proof. Let /be a locally-^4 function defined on A (A). By the compactness

of A(A) there exist ax, ■ • ■ , an(=.A such that the interiors of the sets {/=«<}

cover A(A). By an application of 2.1 we obtain Ft, • • • , P„, Wi, • ■ • , Wn

as therein described. Let Ek=Wl (the complement). Then Ek, Fk are regu-

larly closed, and so is their union. Let J be the closed ideal of those a for

which aA = 0 on Ek\JFk. Then Q = A/J has A(0 corresponding naturally to

Ek\JFk. By the result of Shilov already mentioned, there is an element gGQ

such that go = 1 on Fk, and = 0 on Ek. Going back into A, we find uk such that

UkA = I on Pb.and =0onEk.LetVk= l—uk. By setting l = ííi+í>i = tti+fl i(m2+z>2)

= Ui-r-viU2-r-ViV2(uz-\-Vs)= • ■ ■ we obtain 1 = ui-\-ViU2+ViV2Uz-{- • ■ • -f-fii^ • • •

Vn-iUn+ViVî •••»„. Let us denote the last term here by v. Then iuGO^O

only if UiJX) 5^1 I°r each i, or f G Pi for each i. But this is impossible. Hence

vA = 0. Let a = Miai+î>iW2a2+ • • • +vxv2 ■ ■ ■ vn-iUnan. Here the coefficient of

ax is 0 outside of {/=a<}. Hence a¿=f.

This proves 2.2. This proof is pretty trivial, because 2.1 is so strong an

assumption. Hence it is perhaps of interest that the case n = 2 can be treated

using only the axiom of almost-regularity.

2.3. Theorem. Let A be almost regular. Let ax, ö2G^4, and suppose f is

such that the interiors of {/—ai}, {/—02} cover A(A). Thenf=a¿ for some a£.A.

Proof. Let ¿ = a2 — ax. Now S(d) is supposed to be regularly closed. Hence

it is A(Q) for Q = A/J, as before. But S(d)=S(f-ai)\JS(f-Oi). These sets
are compact and disjoint, and so we can find q(E.Q such that go= 1 one one,

and =0 on the other. Going back into A, we find u such that w¿ = l on

S(f—ax), =0on 5(/—02). Now let a= (1— u)ai+uat. Now (1— u)A = 0 when

f^aiA and u¿ = 0 when/^í^. Hence ax=/, as desired.

Let I,(A(A), loc-^4) be the algebra of locally-^ functions on A(,4). We

may call it the hull of A.

When first considering the problem of sectional completeness, it is natural

to speculate what the hull of A could be like, if it were not the same as A.

For example, if the hull coincides with Q(A(A), C), what then? This question

is easily settled, by the following remark, which is based on the fact that if

S(A(^4), loc.-A) is regular, then A is combinatorially semiregular.

2.4. If the hull of A is a regular function algebra on A(^4), then the hull of

A is just A.

If one wants to think of the section problem from the algebraic point of

view (rather than the topological one, as we do here) one need not bother

with the whole hull of A. Just let </> be one locally-yl function, let A(<b) be

the function algebra generated by A and <b (supposing A to have the sup

norm) and then wonder if A(<b)?iA. (I have heard recently that Dr. G.

Stoltzenberg has shown that A(<p) has the same space of maximal ideals as

has A.)
Combinatorial semiregularity is ideally suited to generalize a well-known
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proposition concerning the local-belonging of an element a to an ideal J of A

[L, 85]. A function / on A is said to belong locally to an ideal /ata point

x£A if there exists an element b in J such that/= h in a neighborhood of x;

and we say/ belongs locally to J on A if / belongs locally to J at each x£A.

2.5. Theorem. Let A be combinatorially semiregular. Let f be a complex-

valued function on A which belongs locally on A to an ideal J of A. Thenf=â

for some aGJ,

Proof. We repeat the proof of 2.2, starting with elements ax, • • • , an

belonging to /, such that the interiors of {/ = ai}, • • • , {/=a„} cover A (A).

We take the {uk\ and let a=2^,ukak. Evidently aÇzzJ and/=á, as asserted.

3. Some examples. As we have already said, we know of no commutative

Banach algebra A which is not sectionally complete. However, it is perhaps

instructive to point out that a related property, which comes to mind in

connection with function algebras, is not always possessed by such algebras.

The problem may be formulated as follows. Let X be a compact Hausdorff

space. Let A be a uniformly closed subalgebra of Q(X, C) which contains 1

and separates the points of X. Suppose Vx, ■ ■ ■ , Vn is an open covering of

X. Let fy, ■ ■ ■ , fn be elements of A such that ft =f¡ on Vií\ V¡. Does there

exist an /in A such that/=/¿ on Vt (*=1, • ■ • , »)? A counterexample is the

following. Let X be the union of two disjoint unit circles Xy, Xi in the complex

plane. Let A be the algebra of functions continuous on Xy, X2 which can be

continuously extended into the interior of each circle so as to be holomorphic

inside, but for which the mean value on -X\ = the mean value on X2. Now let

Vk — Xk, and/fc = & (¿= 1, 2). If this were not a counterexample we would have

an/G^4 such that/=l on Xy,f=2 on X2, contradicting the equality of the

two means. The general idea here is to "link" two points of A(^4X) and A(^42)

for AiC.Q(Xi) (i= 1, 2) neither of which lies on its Xi as imbedded in A(A¡).

In this way, also "inverse-closed" counterexamples can be obtained.

Returning to the original problem of sectional completeness, we remark

that counterexamples ought to be sought among those algebras A which are

subalgebras of C(A(^4)) which are defined by global properties (and which are

not "quasi-analytic"!).

An example of such an algebra is given in [A, '56, §5]. We will sketch

the construction briefly. Let G be the group of pairs of integers (m, n). Write

(m, n) ^(p, q) if m>p, or m = p and n^q. Let the elements (m, n) of G for

which (m, «)^0 form the semigroup G+. On the character group T of G

(Y is identifiable with the torus {\z\ =\w\ =1JCC2) form the function

algebra A0(G+), the uniform closure of the linear combinations of

\zmwn: (m, »)^0J.

3.1. For this ordered group G, Ao(G+) is not almost regular. As shown in

[A, '56], A(^40) is in 1:1 correspondence with the semigroup homomorphisms

f of G+ into the unit disc in C.
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Let Í2 be the class of ÇEà(A0) for which f((w, »)) = 0 for wi^l. Then Í2

is precisely the set {zA„ = 0}. Let its interior be called I. I does not meet the

Shilov boundary (T itself, as embedded in A(Ao)), and hence it cannot con-

tain any nonvoid regularly open set.

3.2. There exist noncombinatorially-semiregular algebras. We first take

Ao = A<>(G+) and form P = ^40©^o. Then A(S) corresponds naturally to

A(¿o)X{0, l}. We will call AG40)X0 the lower copy, and A(¿o) XI the upper

copy, of A(^o). Each element fGB is of the type/0©/i where/((f, 0)) =/o(j")

and/((f, 1)) =/i(j"), and/0,/iG^4o(G+). Let A be the subalgebra of B of those

/ for which /o and fy have the same constant term. (The constant term, or value

at the origin, of /oG^4o, is its mean value on T.) Then A(A) is obtained by

merely "identifying" the origins of the two copies of A(^40) in A(P). Now to

see that A is not combinatorially semiregular. Let ao = z on the lower copy L

and =0 on the upper copy U of A(^40)- Let ay = z on U and =0 on L. Then

|a0 = 0} is the union of U and the Q on L, etc. Hence the interiors of {a0 = 0},

{<ii = 0} cover A (^4). Now suppose we could find regularly open W, Wy cover-

ing A(;l) such that WC{a0 = 0}, WyC{ay = 0}. One of these, say W, would

contain the coalesced origins 0. Thus 0(E.WC.Uu(Q on L), and 0(£W'

D(P — ü)D(r-on-P). As remarked earlier, a regularly closed W which con-

tains T must contain all of the disc.

This shows 3.2.

Finally, we show that

3.3. Proposition. A0(G+) (the algebra of 3.1) is sectionally complete.

Proof. We have to recall [A, '56, 5.2] according to which A(A0(G+)) is

homeomorphictothesetP= {(a,b): (a,b)£-C2, |a|,|&|gl,a = 0if|&|<l}.

In this homeomorphism, zmwn is carried into itself (except that its domain is

changed to P). (3.31). On the set {|w| <l} CP this is holomorphic relative

to w because the negative powers of w go only with positive powers of z,

which are 0 when \w\ <1. (3.32). On the set {|z| <1, w — b, \b\ = 1} zmwn is

holomorphic in z. The same is true for all elements of Ao(G+). Let A(P) be

the algebra of functions continuous on P, and having the analyticity proper-

ties just described. Each locally-^4o(G+) function is in A(P). Each function in

A (P) is uniquely determined by its values on T = {(a, b) : \a\ = 12>| = 1}. Let

now/£;l (P). We shall show that it has the right values on T for membership

in Ao(G+), i.e., that

/> It    /• 2t
I     f(ei9, e*)eiml>+inUU<p = 0

0      •'0

when (m, «)>0. Suppose first m = 0, «^1. We integrate first with respect

to 6, and get

/> 2t /(0, e»)ein*d4
o
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by 3.32. And this is 0 by 3.31. When m^lwe get 0 right away, by 3.32. So
there is a gG^4o(G+) with the same boundary values as/. But this means

/=gsince/-gG^4(P).
This proves 3.3.

4. A sheaf of holomorphic functions on a topological linear space. Let E

be a topological linear space. Let 0 be a function defined on, and holomorphic

on, some open subset of Cm. Let P be a linear continuous mapping of E into

Cm. Then <b o F is defined to be a holomorphic function in E, and the class of

these functions will be denoted by hol(E). The meaning of sum (or product)

of such functions is clear, although the resulting function may have empty

domain. It is also easy to see that the resulting function belongs to hol(E).

The functions/ in hol(E) may thus be conceived as follows. Represent E

as the direct sum of E0-f-£i where £i is a finite-dimensional subspace of E.

Select a function /0 defined and holomorphic (in the obvious analytic struc-

ture of Ei) on an open subset W of Ex. Then let/(xo+Xi) =/0(xi) for each

XoGEo, xiGW7. When dealing with finitely many/.Ghol(E) one can select

one complementary pair of subspaces E0, Ei to serve for all.

One should note that if /Ghol(E), and U is an open set, then/|r/ is not

necessarily in hol(£), except in the finite-dimensional case.

No more than in the classical case is it true that if/, gGhol(E) agree on

some open set, then/, g have some common extension AGhol(E). However,

one has the following, easily deducible from the finite-dimensional case by

the use of a suitable pair of complementary subspaces Eo, Ex.

4.1. Proposition. Let f, gGhol(E) and let U, V be open subsets of E.

Suppose f\ ur\v = g\ unv- Then there exists an feGhol(E) such that h\ u—f\ u and

h\v = g\v.

For an infinite subcollection of/,Ghol(E), the situation is more compli-

cated, and the conclusion of 4.1 cannot be always attained since the resulting

function h may not depend merely on finitely many linear functionals.

Let/ and g belong to hol(E), and let x(E.E belong to both their domains.

We write/=■ g at x ilf—g vanishes in a neighborhood of x. This is an equivalence

relation among those/Ghol(E) whose domains contain x, and we denote the

class containing such an /, by [f]x. The class of all [f]x we call Hol(x). It is

evidently a linear algebra.

We now introduce a topology into Hol(E), the union of all Hol(x), xÇ^E.

For/Ghol(E) and F any set in E, we define a mapping

[f]r:Vn domain(/) -» Hol(£)

which sends x into [/*]*. Denote by V the class of subsets of Hol(E) thus ob-

tained, as V ranges over the open sets in E. The intersection of two members

of V is again a member of V, and "Ü covers E. Thus there is a topology in

Hol(E) for which V is a basis. The mapping
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ir: Hol(E) -» E

where ir([/]I)=x, is evidently a local homeomorphism. The space Hol(£) is

in fact a sheaf of linear algebras [C(B)].

In the finite-dimensional case, a section over an open set V corresponds

precisely to an /Ghol(E) whose domain is that open set, but in the infinite-

dimensional case this need not hold (see the remark after 4.1). For sections

over compact sets, the situation is as follows.

4.2. Theorem. Let a:K—»Hol(E) be a continuous mapping such that

7t((t(x))=x, xG£, where K is a compact subset of E. Then there exists an

ÄGhol(E) and a neighborhood W of K such that a coincides with [h]w-

Proof. Let xG£. Then there is an /xGhol(E) such that a is given by

L/z^ntf I°r a neighborhood Vx of x in E. There are Xt, • • • , x„ such that

(letting fi=fXi, and 7<= VXi)Vi, ■ ■ • , Vn cover K. Now suppose *G F/W/

r\K. Then a(x) = [f,]^ [/,-]«, i.e.,/,-=/,■ at x. This means that/,- and/,- agree

in some neighborhood Wx of x, i.e., [/¿]ir;t= \fj]wx (no restriction to points of

K). This means that the set of points yG£ at which [/i]^ [/,-]» is contained

in a closed set Py which is disjoint from £. Let T be the union of all these

Ta, and let Wi= Vi—T. These Wi cover K. Moreover, /,| wir\wj=fj\ w^Wj.

Repeated application of 4.1 yields an feGhol(E) such that /,-| ttí = a| nrif for

i—i, • • • , n. This h, and the open set W= WX^J ■ ■ ■ ̂ JWn satisfy the con-

clusion of 4.2.

5. Cohomology in the space of maximal ideals. Let A be a Banach space

and let A' be its dual. Let it be given the weak topology a(A', A). If we let

A' play the part of E of the preceding section, then the functions in hol(^l')

are just those of the form

f(x) = <b(x(ai), • • • , x(an)) (x G A')

where <b is holomorphic in Cn, and ax, ■ ■ • , an are members of A. (In fact,

the same is true for all topologies lying between the weak topology and the

topology first concretely identified in [A, '47], but we will use the weak.)

If A is a commutative Banach algebra with unit, then A(^4) (usually

abbreviated by A, below) is of course a compact subset of A'. Let Hol(A)

be the sheaf induced on A by Hol(A'). The elements of this sheaf are those

equivalence classes [f]x where xGA. (It has to be borne in mind that/ = g at

x means/(y) =g(y) for y in a full neighborhood of x in A', and that although

we may be talking about elements of Hoi (A), we do not have/and g generat-

ing the same germ [f]x at xGA just because they agree on a neighborhood of

x relative to A.)

The purpose of this section is to establish the following. The general

references are [C (B)] and the Notes to which it refers [C (N)].

5.1. Theorem. Let A be a commutative Banach algebra with unit, and let
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A=A(^4) be the space of complex valued homomorphisms of A as situated in the

dual A'. Then the cohomology groups Hq(A, Hol(A)) =0for g^l.

Proof. We proceed indirectly, reducing the question to one about Stein

manifolds. Suppose there were a nonzero element of H"(A, Hol(A)). Then we

can find a finite covering It of A by open sets Uy, ■ ■ • , Un of A with a non-

trivial element a of H"(N(C\L), Hol(A)) ("N" here means "nerve") which

never maps onto 0 in the homomorphism

5.11 H<(N(<U), Hol(A)) -» H"(N(V), Hol(A))

induced by a refinement T) of It.

This element a defines a section o^ of Hol(A) over the intersection

Ui0(~\ ■ ■ • C\Ui of any q-\-\ members of 11. We may refine It by a covering

V— Vi, • • • , V„ where F¿CÍ/¿. Now the section oc^ restricted to F,on • • •

C\ Vi is by 4.2 represented by a function Aio<1.. .q defined on, and holomorphic

on, an open set Di^.. .¿ of the space A', where we can require Ar\Dioil.. .,■

(ZUi„r\ ■ ■ ■ (~\Ui . Therefore, on the set

Ui\i% • • 'iq+\  '    '   ^¿0*2 " " *l5+l ''*""     '     '-^t'oil* • *»8 '    '   "

these functions satisfy the relation

5  12 k- ■ — h■ ■ A- ■ ■ ■ 4- ( — \)i+lh-      ■   = 0

which expresses the fact that the section a^ defines a cocycle in 7^(11). It is

not hard to see that the sets Dio...; can be so chosen that 5.12 holds on

zv..<î+1n • • • r\Di,...i

that is, not merely on A. We still have

Fion • • ■r\viqcDi0...ir

We can find a neighborhood F of 0 in A' such that

(ta + v) r\ ■ ■ • n rj« + f) c d,„.. ..-4

for every such set of indices i0, ■ ■ ■ , iq. The sets F,+ V are open in A', and

their union includes A. However, their definition in terms of sets of the form

5.13 [x: | x(a%) — X |   < e, t = 1, • • • , r}

might require an infinite collection of elements of A. Since, in the weak

topology, there is a basis of neighborhoods of the form 5.13, and since A is

compact, we construct a system of open sets W\, ■ ■ ■ , Wu with these proper-

ties:

5.14. Each Wi is the union of finitely many sets of the type 5.13.

5.15. Wior\ • ■ ■ r\Wiq(Zdomain of hio..-iq for every (q+i)-tuple io, • ■ • ,iq

(iûijûu).
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5.16. On IF,1...is+ir>\ • • • CWVi^.-.i the equation 5.12 holds.

5.17. ACIFiU • • • VJWU.

We assemble into one linearly independent collection

5.18 ax, • • ■ , am

sufficiently many elements of A to generate linearly all the elements involved

in property 5.14 as well as those elements needed to express the A,0...< in

terms of functions holomorphic in finite-dimensional spaces. By setting

Fm(x) = (x(ax), ■ ■ ■ , x(am))

we map A' into Cm linearly and continuously. Moreover

5.19 Fm(W{) = 0,- (i= 1, • • • n)

is open ;

5.20 *<,...* = <f>i0...iqoFm

where

5.21 4>ia---ig is holomorphic on üioí\ • ■ • C\ ÜÍQ;

and (compare 5.12)

5.22 (¡>h...iç+1 — (¡>i0i2.. .iq+1 + • • • = 0

on nion • • • nfi<s+1;

5.23 Pm(A) C Û = OiU • • • W fi„;

and finally

5.24 Fm(A) is the joint spectrum o(ax, • ■ • , am; A).

Therefore Q is a neighborhood of a(ax, • ■ • , am; A). By [A & C, 2.3] one

can find elements am+i, • • • , an such that, if C(ai, ■ ■ ■ , a„) is the algebra

generated by Oi, • • • , an, and p is the projection

p:Cn->Cm

wherein p(Xi, • • • , Xn) = (Xi, • • • , Xm), then

5.25 a' = <r(ai, • • • , an; C(alt ■ ■ • , a„)) C /»"K^)-

We define P„ using ax, • • • , an: Fn: A'-+Cn. Then

5.26 P„(A) O'.

Now we let \p<0...i:q=</>,„...,q o p and Ai=p~1(Qi). Then, properties 5.20,

5.21 hold when <b, ß, m are replaced by \p, A, n, and

5.27 o-'C A = AiVJ • • . VJ A».
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As in [A & C], we now apply Shilov's discovery that a' is polynomially

convex, and obtain a neighborhood 5 of a',

S = { \px\   < 1}H • • -nHjfcrl   < 1},

where py are polynomials, and SCA. The set 5 is a Stein manifold [C (B), R],

so that Cartan's Theorem B applies (one can also apply Theorem B to a'

itself) to the effect that H«(S, Hol(S))=0 (gèl). The functions •/*<„...i(i de-

fine a g-cochain in the nerve of the covering induced by Ai, • ■ • , A„, a co-

chain with coefficients in Hol(5). From 5.22 as adapted to », A, \p we conclude

that this cochain is a cocycle. For some refinement {Mß: ß(EB} of the cover-

ing Ai, ■ • • , A„ we can obtain for each g-tuple ßi, • • • , ßq, a holomorphic

function ußl.. .ßq defined on MßlC\ ■ ■ ■ (~\Mßq = Mßl.. .ß such that if Mßj CA¿;

for j = 0, 1, • • • ,g + l then

l/V • -i,   =   Ußy -ßq  —   Uß0ß2- ■ ■/»«+*•■

on Mßor\ ■ • ■ r\Mßt+v Using Fn this gives holomorphic functions w o Pn in

A', and a covering F~1(Mß), which is a refinement of It, and the relation be-

tween the « and \p expresses the fact that a is indeed the cohomology class 0.

This contradiction establishes 5.1.

One application of 5.1 is the next theorem, which has been already pre-

sented (Warsaw, Functional Analysis Conference, 1960. It should appear in

a publication prepared for that Conference. As I remarked at that time,

H. Royden, supposing that I had abandoned the problem, also solved it).

These earlier proofs are also based on Cartan's Theorem B.

5.3. Theorem. Let A be as above. Let G be the group of invertible elements,

and let Go be the subgroup of exponentials (which is the component of the identity

in G). Then G/Go is isomorphic to the Cech cohomology group 7P(A, Z), integer

coefficients.

Proof. We consider the sheaf G-hol(A) of germs of never-vanishing, holo-

morphic functions. In the last sheaf, the operation is multiplication. One has

the exact sequence of homomorphisms

t coc
5.31 0 -> Z -► Hol(A) -> G-hol(A) -> 0

where ex/=exp(2«/), etc. Therefore

0 -> H°(A, Z) -> H°(A, Hol(A)) -> H°(A, G-hol(A)) -> H»(A, Z) -> 0,

because Hl(A, Hol(A)) =0, by 5.1. Thus

5.32 iP(A, Z) « ff°(A, G-hol(A))/ex#°(A, Hol(A)).

5.32 follows from 5.31 because A is compact. (It might be worth keeping

in mind that A' is paracompact, and hence exact-sequence arguments apply

to all closed subsets.)
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The group H°(A, G-hol(A)), can (by 4.2) be regarded as the multiplicative

system of functions holomorphic on a neighborhood of A and not vanishing on

A, where two functions agreeing on a neighborhood of A are identified. This

object we call H. It is clearly a group.

We can map T: H-+A, using [A & C, 6.2] with the result that x(T(<p))

= <p(x) for each xGA. Thus T(H)(ZG. Whether T is multiplicative we do

not know, but it does not matter. Following T by the canonic map G—»G/Go

we get

Tf.H->G/G0.

Pi is a homomorphism. Indeed T(<pp)T(<pyx — l belongs to the radical of A

and can therefore be written in the form er — 1 [A & C, 7.3], where r is in (the

radical of) A. This shows that Pi is a homomorphism. Now to show that Pi

is 1:1. Let T(<p) = ea. Let \p = exp( — a) where à(x)=x(a), xÇ^A'. Then the

function <p\p has the value 1 on A and hence is of the form e" in some neighbor-

hood of A. The same is true for <j>. Thus Pi is 1:1. Finally, Pi is onto. For let

a^G be given. Let <b = à(à(x) =x(a)). Then <bÇzH and Ti(<b) is easily seen

to be aG0.

This proves 5.3.

Actually, there is a homomorphism of H°(A, Hol(A)) onto A which sends

¿—»a for each aG^4. This follows from [A, '61].

We now return to a reformulation of the problem of the locally-^4 func-

tions.

6. Locally-^4 functions and cohomology. Let A, A',A=A(A) be as in the

previous sections. Let Z(A) be the subsheaf of Hol(A) consisting of those

germs £ which contain functions / vanishing on a relative neighborhood of

tt(£)GA. The sequence of homomorphisms

6.1 0 -* Z(A) -» Hol(A) -> Hol(A)/Z(A) -* 0

is exact, and so we have (using 5.1 to get the final 0)

0 -♦ H°(A, Z(A)) -^» H0(A, Hol(A)) -t H°(A, Hol(A)/Z(A))

6.2 r
-► H^A, Z(A)) -» 0.

6.3. Proposition. A locally-A function is essentially an element of

Ä = W(A, Hol(A)/Z(A)).

Proof. Let cb be the locally-^ function. Then there exist elements ah ■ • ■ ,

an of A, and neighborhoods Ui, ■ • • , Un open in A' such that $(x) =x(a) for

xG UiC\A. Naturally á< = áy on [/¿rWyHA. Thus [ai]x- [ay]xGZ(A) for each

xG UiCWji^A. This proves 6.3.
Now  suppose   iP(A,   Z(A)) = 0.   Then,   by   6.2,   the   mapping  q  from
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H"(A, Hol(A)) to Ä is onto. This means (by 4.2) that there is a holomorphic

/ defined on a neighborhood of A such that [f]»— [¿¡],GZ(A) for xGi/jHA.

Therefore, f(x) =<£(x) for x£:A. Now/gives rise to an element aÇ.A for which

f(x) =x(a) (we refer to [A & C, 6.2] as in the proof of 5.3). This proves the

following.

6.4. Theorem. If HX(A, Z(A)) =0 then A is sectionally complete.

Let us consider the set A.

6.5. Proposition. Ä is in 1:1 correspondence with the class of functions f

defined on A for which, for each x0£A, there exist elements ax, • • ■ , an, and a

holomorphic function qb in Cn such that

<P(x(ax), • • • , x(an))

is defined for all x in a neighborhood of x0 in A, and equals f(x).

This proposition is obvious, and we omit the proof. Functions of the type

described in 6.5 we shall call locally-Hol(A). Such functions were considered

by Shilov [Sh] who asserted that each locally-Hol(^) function / had the

form á( = ¿| a) for some a(EA. (Such a result would of course go well beyond

solving the considerably older problem about locally-;! functions.) For all

we know this may also be true. However, we can at most relate this problem

to another, as follows.

6.6. Theorem. EacA locally-Ho\(A) function f is of the form â for some

a£A if and only if Hl(A, Z(A)) =0.

Proof. The "if" part is just a slight generalization of 6.4, and thus does

not involve 5.1. We now consider the "only if." If a locally-Hol(;l) function/

comes from an element a(zzA, then the element of A corresponding to/ is

the image under q of the section of Hoi (A) defined by à. Thus "only if" implies

that q in 6.2 has range A. That being so, the mapping r must annihilate A.

But (from 5.1), r(Ä)=H\A, Z(A)).
7. Appendix. We wish to correct [A, '56] as follows.

To the fourth sentence on p. 504 add the alternative "or have arbitrarily

small numerical values on the imaginary axis." To the first sentence of 2.7

on p. 504 add the condition "and suppose inf_M<„<00 |/(rá)| >0."

Dr. D. A. Edwards, On absolutely convergent Dirichlet series, Proc. Amer.

Math. Soc. 8 (1957), 1067-1074 shows essentially that the condition (which is

obviously necessary) does not follow from the remaining conditions. In any

case, the omission was an oversight.
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